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Splashtop classroom extension

Here's an example of how Splashtop Classroom works from a student's perspective to attend a teacher's screen sharing session. Splashtop classrooms allow teachers to share desktops and applications. Once connected, students can view, control and annotate lesson content directly from their device. Splashtop classrooms are perfect for teachers and instructors who want to participate in the whole room!
If you don't already have Splashtop Classroom, you can start with a free trial. Splashtop Classroom student experience information below includes how students participate in Splashtop classroom sessions from chromebooks or Chrome browsers (if students don't have splashtop classroom chrome browser extensions to download in the Chrome Web Store). Click the App link in the top left of the Chrome
browser window, click the Splashtop Classroom icon, enter the session code displayed on the teacher's screen and the student's name, and click the Join button (the student's name appears in the participant list on the teacher's screen), and then the student will see the teacher's screen. How students participate in splashtop classroom sessions from iPad or iPhone (if students don't have the Splashtop
Classroom app installed to download in the App Store by searching for Splashtop classrooms), click the Splashtop Classroom icon, click or swipe to the student, tap the QR code icon to open the camera to open the camera to scan the QR code displayed on the teacher's screen, or enter the 9-digit code displayed on the teacher's screen and the student name, then tap the join button (the student's name
appears in the participant list on the teacher's screen), then students will see the teacher's screen. Teachers can choose to allow students to control or annotate teacher screens. How students participate in Splashtop Classroom sessions from your Android device (if you don't have the Splashtop Classroom app installed to download in the Google Play Store, searching for Splashtop classrooms), the app is
available for Android phones and tablets. Tap the QR code icon to turn on the camera to scan the QR code displayed on the teacher's screen, or enter the 9-digit code displayed on the teacher's screen and student name, then tap the Join button (the student's name appears in the participant list on the teacher's screen), and the student will see the teacher's screen. Teachers can choose to allow students to
control or annotate teacher screens. See a preview of splashtop classrooms in progress in this video: Make your classroom interact with Splashtop Classroom in this article. Splashtop classrooms work with Windows and Mac computers and you can control and annotate from your iPad or Android device (Android phone or tablet). And get a free trial or continue to the previous teaching post: Splashtop
Classroom - How it works for Splashtop Classroom teachers, allowing teachers to share their desktops and applications. Once connected, students can view, control and annotate lesson content directly from their mobile device. Splashtop classrooms are perfect for teachers and instructors who want to participate in the whole room! In real time, turn your mobile device into an interactive whiteboard, taught
from all four corners of the classroom, bringing lessons to hundreds of students, supporting teachers and students. In real time Share any application, even streaming video. No need to reformat content for mobile devices. No need to upload documents in advance, Keynote, PowerPoint, website, Word document, FLASH video, online quiz. Turn your mobile device into an interactive whiteboard, draw a
Flipchart background, or combine your own worksheets. Use spotlight tools and screen shades to keep students focused. Teach from all four corners of the classroom, connect to pc/mac classes from your mobile device, get out of the back of your desk and improve classroom management and student interests. Now view and control pc/mac teachers directly on your Chromebook or use the Chrome*** app
developer, education app #1 - over 1 million teachers are using Splashtop Remote Desktop, Whiteboard &amp; Classroom to improve the teaching and learning experience*** Please visit to start a new free trial!! Now there is a chrome annotation. Students and teachers can be annotated using CHROMEBOOKS (support iPads, Android, Mac, and PCs). Splashtop classrooms allow teachers to control
annotations, then share desktops and apps with students. Once connected, students can view, control and annotate lesson content directly from their device. Splashtop classrooms are perfect for teachers and instructors who want to engage and stimulate the whole room! Taught from all four corners of the room. Turn your mobile device into an interactive whiteboard, share anything instantly and in real
time. Even the most demanding multimedia applications can be shared instantly and with a great user experience, Splashtop is perfect for 1:1 and BYOD initiatives too! Teachers can: + teach from all four corners of the classroom - connect to PC/Mac classes from your mobile device. Get out of the back of your desk and improve classroom management and student interest + turn your mobile device into an
interactive whiteboard – use the toolbar to draw highlights or write any content, draw flipchart backgrounds, or combine your own worksheets. Use spotlight tools and screen shades to keep students focused. + Share anything In real-time - share any application - even streaming/flash video doesn't need to reformat content. Mobile devices don't need to upload documents in advance. Read how our
educators like to use Splashtop ***** Splashtop Classroom to help our teachers increase student engagement with or without a projector - also allowing students to control and present their ideas from their devices. Splashtop also has additional benefits for allowing teachers and administrators to access files and data from anywhere without having to go back to the office and chain it to a desk. Darryn Show
on Tinky, i'm sorry Technology Director, Fremont School District, Ri-2 One of our teachers taught a severely disabled student in a wheelchair. They can't go to the smart board to participate in the class. With splashtop classrooms, students can now draw or open pages without having to move from their seats. - Impressive!!! Sandy Sandine, technology coordinator. System Requirements: Splashtop
Classroom supports a combination of computers and mobile devices that support these operating systems: iOS (iPad only), Android v4.0 and later, Chromebook/Chrome browser, Windows 8, 7, Vista, XP, Mac OS X 10.7 to 10.9, please visit for more details. Many smart teachers ask themselves the following question: The board is great, but I like to start creating lessons that I don't need on the board to
navigate. Some of my students need more attention than I can keep them from the front of the classroom. Is there anything to do? The answer is, yes, that resonates, with the fact there are many options for managing lessons remotely, allowing teachers to move around the classroom. Here are two things we've recently explored at Teq: MAESTRO. The app also has a limited set of tools. compared to
computer versions of notebooks. For example, galleries aren't available from apps, however, those tools are available for free, teachers start creating lessons from any location and then sending lessons to desktop versions of notebooks to take advantage of those features. In addition, the 1:1 environment also gives students the same level of freedom. Students who present projects on the board can
control the board, manage and edit. Presenting from anywhere in the classroom using their device and using this control, developing their public speaking skills in a more realistic way than tethering yourself to the board will help Maestro become an easier setup of the two options explored today, which require only the corresponding apps and downloads at your computer. The download required for Maestro
is free from the SMART website ( . At this point, the SMART Notebook app needs payment and is available at Apple's App Store for $6.99. However, the free definition should be clarified: Splashtop offers a multi-level service, while a personal version of the free classroom version must be purchased to take full advantage (your school can sign up to try splashtop classrooms for free . This service holds one
advantage over Maestro: Unlike notebook apps, this remote function works by mirroring the entire computer rather than just a notebook. If the lesson involves a YouTube video or educational game downloaded to a teacher's computer, you can use the lesson to learn more about the game. Splashtop is accessible, annotated and shared. Splashtop also offers the possibility of allowing many students instant
access to lessons on their devices, from iPads to computers to mobile devices. If a student has trouble following a lesson from the front of the board, the student will be following. (such as poor vision, difficulty in attention) As always, the choice of the best way is the best left one for each classroom. Many teachers find Splashtop remarkably independent for their students, while others like Maestro Depth
add to their notebook files. Either way, teachers who want to expand their smart board interactions will find that leaving the front of the classroom will only be open to improving their lessons. I suggest you try at least one of them out and remind your students that they will get your attention more than they have already done! Do it!
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